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Abstract  

North East Bihar encompassed on three sides by the waterways and on one side by the Himalayas has fewer 

than 10% of the absolute populace living in urban areas. Successive floods, transcendence of agrarian exercises, 

absence of mineral asset base and reluctance of the partners are main considerations for low degree of 

urbanization and it tends to be settled through state intercession and appropriate provincial advancement 

procedure. This paper intends to inspect the spatial spread of existing towns as well as the potential degree of 

urbanization by considering urban and rural settlements. The paper is based on auxiliary information gathered 

from enumeration volumes and govt. reports. 
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Introduction 

Urbanization as a cycle includes the duplication of points of populace focus as well as expansion in the size of 

individual urban fixations. A verifiable record of urbanization uncovers that the politico-managerial cycles play 

had huge impact during the time spent urbanization at the full scale and miniature level and similar has been 

reflected in the development of new state capitals and other urban focuses. Urbanization at the worldwide level 

has risen fundamentally from 13% (220 million) in 1900, to 29 percent (732 million) in 1950 and 52.1 percent 

(3.63 billion) in 2011 (UN: 2011). The North-South gap is fundamentally apparent and created world is 
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portrayed by elevated degree of urbanization when contrasted with the creating scene. India has been generally 

known as the place that is known for towns with short of what 33% (31.16 percent) populace residing in urban 

areas (2011) which is far beneath than the world normal. However, irrefutably the urban populace of India is 

huge (377 million) next just to China. It has expanded by in excess of multiple times over the most recent fifty 

years (1961-2011). Interestingly, urban populace development rate has outperformed their rural partner and 

there is a huge expansion in the complete number of towns. The last 10 years (2001-2011) saw the rise of in 

excess of 2500 new towns, which is undeniably more than the quantity of towns which arose over the most 

recent hundred years (1901-2001). The quantity of metropolitan urban communities has expanded from 2 of 

every 1901 to 5 out of 1951 and 53 out of 2011. India has a youthful and quickly developing populace where 

65 % of populace is under 2 35 years old. a potential segment profit, and the nation needs flourishing urban 

communities in the event that this profit is to be used for the turn of events. New McKinsey Worldwide 

Foundation (MGI) research gauges that urban communities could create 70% of net new positions made by 

2030, produce around 70% of Indian Gross domestic product and drive a close to fourfold expansion in per 

capita pay the country over. The metropolitan communities will encounter diminished development rate 

however their spatial extension along conduits of transport and urban development in modern cum business 

focuses would occur quickly with expanding tertiary exercises. So the inquiry emerges, whether this higher 

speed of urbanization somewhat recently has been uniform in the entire nation or a portion of the areas are as 

yet falling behind and battling for their economic restoration. This paper endeavors to figure out reply of this 

inquiry according to a provincial viewpoint considering North East Bihar which is least urbanized, flood 

impacted district with practically no regular asset base. 

Analytical Methods 

The proportions of neediness includes a) the detail of the edge pay level underneath which an individual is 

viewed as poor (the destitution line) and b) development of a file to gauge the power and seriousness of 

neediness endured by those whose pay is underneath the neediness line. Sen(1976) has proposed a few models 

that a destitution measure should fulfill to have the option to evaluate the progressions in friendly government 

assistance though Encourage et al (1984) proposed a class of neediness estimates that are additively 

decomposable and that fulfill every one of the rules for an ideal neediness measure. For this review, we utilized 

a technique known as FGT record to quantify the occurrence of neediness (headcount proportion), power of 

destitution (destitution whole proportion) and seriousness of neediness (squared neediness whole proportion). 

To figure out the determinants of destitution, influencing the likelihood of an individual being poor, we assessed 
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a Probit model involving neediness as a reliant element a twofold (poor-1 and non-poor-0) and a bunch of rural 

and socioeconomic factors as illustrative factors. 

Profile of Poor Households 

Rate of neediness is around 44% in towns under concentrate on in Bihar anyway it declines with expansion in 

land base of families. Normal size of land holding of non-unfortunate families (3.7 sections of land) is more 

than two and half times higher than land holding size of poor households(1.4 acres).Poor and non-unfortunate 

families don't vary much regarding size of relatives yet the extent of acquiring individuals is similarly high on 

non-poor households(29.5%) than unfortunate households(24.5%).Migration is currently not the space of just 

unfortunate families in Bihar however it has crossed the station and class obstruction (Singh, Paris and 

jouice,2004).In our concentrate additionally, frequency of movement is higher on non-poor households(27.1%) 

than poor households(18.8%). The nearly low relocation among unfortunate families may not be simply because 

of low degree of proficiency however absence of more elevated level of training than non-unfortunate families. 

Poor and non-unfortunate families don't contrast as for extent of flooded region likewise however just 14% 

unfortunate families own siphon set while 57% non-unfortunate families own siphon set in concentrate on towns 

and most of them own more than one siphon set for water system and employing out purposes. Resource 

destitution is additionally common among unfortunate families in towns under study. Unfortunate families own 

two thirds of animals crowd size, not exactly 50% of ranch resources and 33% of purchaser sturdy resources of 

non-unfortunate families. Utilization level of food grains, vegetables and organic products (per capita/per 

annum) is similarly coming up short on unfortunate families than non-unfortunate families however utilization 

level of milk is a lot of lower on unfortunate families (54 kg) than non - unfortunate families (114 kg) while the 

simply opposite circumstance is seen in the event of meet, egg and fish utilization that is; higher on unfortunate 

families (3.6 kg) than non-unfortunate families (2.2 kg). 

Incidence of Poverty 

A customary strategy to proportion of destitution is to lay out neediness line, considered as the limit level of 

pay expected to fulfill the essential least food and non-food necessity, and count the quantity of individuals 

living beneath destitution line. In the current review, the destitution was assessed at yearly per capita pay of Rs 

7867.This neediness edge 6 pay was taken on to gauge per capita pay for the families under study for deciding 

different neediness files Examination of family information of towns under concentrate on uncovered that the 

neediness level was relatively high in Susari (73.4%) trailed by Inai(55.5%),Baghakole(29..4%) and 

Arap(16.7%).The lower level of destitution in Arap may be because of bigger size of land property, better street 

availability and more significant level of schooling in the town while the circumstance is simply opposite in the 
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event of Susari town. The town wise correlation shows that the socioeconomic and framework improvement 

are probably going to affect easing of destitution. Consequently, it could be deduced that the rate of destitution 

is nearly high in less evolved town (Susari) and it declines with expansion being developed files of towns. 

Table 1:  Bihar has a population that falls below the poverty line.(Poverty Line-1.25$) (%) 

 

Poverty Severity Index 

It estimates the seriousness of neediness and generally characterized as the square of destitution hole, partitioned 

by the populace. Destitution seriousness is assessed for each of the four classifications of families in towns 

under review. It considers not just the distance independently the poor from the neediness line (destitution hole) 

yet in addition the inequality among poor people, that is; higher weight is put on those families who are further 

away from the destitution line. The assessed proportions are introduced in Table 2 among the towns under study, 

the seriousness of neediness was the most noteworthy in Susari town (18.1%) where rate and profundity of 

destitution were likewise similarly high. The seriousness of destitution followed a similar example saw in the 

event of frequency and profundity of neediness that is; higher the occurrence and profundity of destitution, 

higher the seriousness of neediness in the town (Figure-I). 

 

 

Figure 1: As per village wise measures of poverty  
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As a rule, the relatively low degree of seriousness of neediness was seen among enormous and medium families 

in all towns under concentrate however the seriousness of destitution was not the most elevated for work 

families in any of the town under study. 

Table 2: Poverty Severity (Squared Poverty Gap) In Selected Bihar Villages (Poverty Line -1.25 $) 

 

Conclusion  

Customarily Bihar overall and north East Bihar specifically is least urbanized and there are huge number of 

elements like physical, social, social, economic and political variables answerable for the current low degree of 

urbanization. Anyway impact of these variables could be limited by strategy mediations at different levels. The 

review region has an enormous number of rural settlements with populace over 20000 which can be created as 

urban focuses and hubs by setting out work open doors as well as making arrangements of labor and products 

which will be used by the encompassing areas. Such settlements ought to be conceded the situation with urban 

focuses and the degree of urbanization would expand which will make a high minded circle of territorial turn 

of events. 
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